There is no doubt Sars has focused thinking on the challenges presented by the emergence of new human diseases arising from animals. Any many are pleased that WHO is strengthening its abilities. "The quick and effective response of WHO to the Sars crisis did much to restore faith amongst the many critics of the effectiveness of international agencies with large bureaucracies and limited resources for action," says Anderson. "This strengthened approach to outbreak response will be reflected in the revised international health regulations, which set out roles and responsibilities for preventing transboundary spread of infectious diseases both on a routine basis and in crisis situations," says David Heymann of the WHO. David Ropeik at the Harvard Center for Risk Analysis also took the media to task for ignoring or underplaying a study from his institution that concluded it would be difficult to propagate BSE widely in the US food chain, given the ban on feeding cow bits to cows. "The news media frequently play up elements of risk stories that evoke fear and controversy, and play down or leave out information that ameliorates that fear or controversy," Ropeik wrote in the Washington Post. "I was a television journalist for 25 years. I did this myself. I plead guilty."
Not surprisingly, some of the most blunt analysis came from the UK, where this is all old news, already digested and incorporated into the national psyche. The Sunday Times of London picked up on a hollow gesture by the secretary of agriculture: "In a disconcerting echo of John Gummer's disastrous attempt to reassure Britons by feeding his four-yearold daughter a hamburger, Veneman also disclosed that her family was eating beef for Christmas."
The Independent on Sunday asserted that "The world rightly has little confidence in the Bush administration's ability, or even desire, to protect Americans' health." The commentary goes on to say that "Other countries are in no mood to give the US the benefit of the doubt, since the Bush administration has repeatedly slapped them in the face. Whether over steel tariffs, Kyoto or Iraq, the US has taken a positive pride in flouting the wishes of the rest of the world." Americans, on the other hand, are not so perturbed. They continue to eat beef fairly cheerfully. And the outbreak is good for researchers who had been struggling to scrape together funds to study BSE. Paul Brown at the NIH told the Wall Street Journal, "I go to bed every night offering prayers of thanks to the great mad cow in the sky, because it's BSE that has really put our field in the money." Richard F. Harris is a science correspondent at National Public Radio and past president of the National Association of Science Writers. E-mail: rharris@nasw.org
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After the event: The British media were quick to report and comment on the announcement of a case of BSE within the US after years of handling such stories in their own home news pages. London's The Guardian included a piece last month on its views of why the US has encountered the disease that left so many British farmers devastated.
